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H6: Maximizing Your Faculty's Scholarly Impact: 









Associate Professor of Law










• Assess the benefits and drawbacks of 
social media platforms for faculty 
scholarship
• Compare techniques to make an academic 
article more findable









• Which superpower would you most like to 
have?
• Poll - http://etc.ch/JPTK
• Results
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What is “scholarly impact”?
#AALL19




How do you measure Scholarly 
Impact?
Image provided by Ael 2 at English Wikipedia 
[Public domain]
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Role of the Librarian
• How important is assisting faculty in 
increasing their scholarly impact to your 
Law Library?
• Poll - http://etc.ch/JPTK
• Results
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Role of the Librarian
Image use provided by 


























Lexis Journals Westaw Journals IR SSRN Google Scholar (POP)




• Which metrics does your Law Library use 
to measure faculty impact? (select all that 
apply)?






• Maximize reliable links
• Simple file names





How often does your Law 
Library assist faculty 
members in creating titles or 
abstracts for their articles?





















• Focused, clearly written abstracts
– 3-4 keyword phrases maximum
– 150-200 words




• Mention keywords every 100-200 words
– In title, at beginning & end of article
• Use word clouds & Google Trends
• Test in Google Scholar
• Optimize keyword density
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ORCID
• Does your university or college have an 
institutional account with ORCID?






• Open Researcher and Contributor ID
• Unique persistent identifier
• Free





• Digital Object Identifier
• Persistent link & article identifier
• SSRN Cite Rite element 
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Scholarly Profiles
• Which types of profiles does your Law 
Library assist faculty in creating/updating? 
• Poll - http://etc.ch/JPTK
• Results
#AALL19















Scholarly Profiles: Amazon Author
#AALL19
Scholarly Profiles: Wikipedia
#AALL19
Scholarly Profiles: 
ResearchGate & Academia.edu
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Other promotion
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Questions 
& Answers
• Caroline Osborne
• caroline.osborne@mail.wvu.edu
• TJ Striepe
• tstriepe@uga.edu
• Carol Watson
• cwatson@uga.edu
